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■ Abstract Semiconductor nanowires and nanotubes exhibit novel electronic and
optical properties owing to their unique structural one-dimensionality and possible
quantum confinement effects in two dimensions. With a broad selection of compositions and band structures, these one-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures are
considered to be the critical components in a wide range of potential nanoscale device
applications. To fully exploit these one-dimensional nanostructures, current research
has focused on rational synthetic control of one-dimensional nanoscale building blocks,
novel properties characterization and device fabrication based on nanowire building
blocks, and integration of nanowire elements into complex functional architectures.
Significant progress has been made in a few short years. This review highlights the
recent advances in the field, using work from this laboratory for illustration. The understanding of general nanocrystal growth mechanisms serves as the foundation for the
rational synthesis of semiconductor heterostructures in one dimension. Availability of
these high-quality semiconductor nanostructures allows systematic structural-property
correlation investigations, particularly of a size- and dimensionality-controlled nature.
Novel properties including nanowire microcavity lasing, phonon transport, interfacial
stability and chemical sensing are surveyed.

INTRODUCTION
This article is a brief account of recent progress in the synthesis, property characterization, assembly and applications of one-dimensional nanostructures, including
rods, wires, belts, and tubes with lateral dimensions between 1 and 100 nm. Owing
to the large amount of literature in this area, the following narrative highlights research published during 2003 and attempts to contextualize it in light of the work
featured in the last review of this busy field (1). We limit our discussion to materials
that have been fabricated in large quantity and with high quality using bottom-up
chemical techniques; nanolithography (2) is only lightly covered. Also, carbon nanotubes and inorganic nanotubes from layered structures were recently surveyed (3,
4) and are not a focus here. This review is divided into three sections. After a brief introduction to the chemical strategies useful in synthesizing one-dimensional nanostructures, the first section explores advances in gas-phase production methods,
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especially the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) and vapor-solid (VS) processes with which
most one-dimensional heterostructures and ordered arrays are now grown. We then
describe several approaches for fabricating one-dimensional nanostructures in solution, focusing especially on those that utilize a selective capping mechanism. A
survey of interesting fundamental properties exhibited by rods, wires, belts, and
tubes is presented in the second section. In the third section, we address recent
progress in the assembly of one-dimensional nanostructures into useful architectures and illustrate the construction of novel devices based on such schemes. The
article concludes with an evaluation of the outstanding scientific challenges in the
field and brief comments concerning the environmental and public health issues
surrounding one-dimensional nanomaterials.

GENERAL SYNTHETIC STRATEGIES
An overwhelming number of articles on the synthesis of one-dimensional nanostructures was published in the past year, and it now seems inevitable that most
solid-state lattices will eventually be grown in nanowire form. Rather than describe
every novel nanowire stoichiometry created in 2003, we focus our discussion on
the merits, limitations, and recent developments of the various synthetic strategies
that are employed to form high-quality, single-crystalline nanowire materials.
Before discussing specific strategies for growing one-dimensional nanostructures, it is helpful to differentiate between growth methods and growth mechanisms.
Herein, we refer to growth mechanisms as the general phenomenon whereby a onedimensional morphology is obtained, and to growth methods as the experimentally
employed chemical processes that incorporate the underlying mechanism to realize the synthesis of these nanostructures. A novel growth mechanism should
satisfy three conditions: It must (a) explain how one-dimensional growth occurs,
(b) provide a kinetic and thermodynamic rationale, and (c) be predictable and applicable to a wide variety of systems. Growth of many one-dimensional systems
has been experimentally achieved without satisfactory elucidation of the underlying mechanism, as is the case for oxide nanoribbons. Nevertheless, understanding
the growth mechanism is an important aspect of developing a synthetic method
for generating one-dimensional nanostructures of desired material, size, and morphology. This knowledge imparts the ability to assess which of the experimental
parameters controls the size, shape, and monodispersity of the nanowires, as well
as the ease of tailoring the synthesis to form higher-ordered heterostructures.
In general, one-dimensional nanostructures are synthesized by promoting the
crystallization of solid-state structures along one direction. The actual mechanisms of coaxing this type of crystal growth include (a) growth of an intrinsically
anisotropic crystallographic structure, (b) the use of various templates with onedimensional morphologies to direct the formation of one-dimensional nanostructures, (c) the introduction of a liquid/solid interface to reduce the symmetry of a
seed, (d) use of an appropriate capping reagent to control kinetically the growth
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rates of various facets of a seed, and (e) the self-assembly of 0D nanostructures.
Many methods utilizing these growth mechanisms were not demonstrated until
very recently, so many of their attributes (such as reproducibility, product uniformity and purity, potential for scaling up, cost effectiveness, and in some cases,
mechanism) are poorly known. In this article, we emphasize the demonstrated
performance (i.e., control of size range and flexibility in materials that can be synthesized), the intrinsic limits (i.e., limits that originate from the physics and chemistry upon which they are based), and recent advances in the growth of nanowire
materials. The quality of materials is gauged by electron microscopy techniques
and physical property measurements. Our emphasis is on nanowire growth resulting from the VLS, VS, and solution-phase selective capping mechanisms, as these
have been shown to produce high-quality materials.
The ability to form heterostructures through carefully controlled doping and
interfacing is responsible for the success of semiconductor integrated circuit technology, and the two-dimensional semiconductor interface is ubiquitous in optoelectronic devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes, quantum cascade
lasers, and transistors (5). Therefore, the synthesis of one-dimensional heterostructures is equally important for potential future applications including efficient
light-emitting sources and thermoelectric devices. This type of one-dimensional
nanoscale heterostructure can be rationally prepared once we have a decent understanding of the fundamental one-dimensional nanostructure growth mechanism.
In general, two types of one-dimensional heterostructures can be formed: longitudinal heterostructures and coaxial heterostructures. Longitudinal heterostructures
refer to nanowires composed of different stoichiometries along the length of the
nanowire, and coaxial heterostructures refer to nanowire materials having different
core and shell compositions. Nanotubes of a variety of nonlayered lattices can be
obtained by selectively etching the inner core of a coaxial heterostructure.
For convenience, we separate the synthesis section into vapor phase, solution
phase, heterostructured, and nanotube processes. We first focus on the major growth
mechanisms and follow with an analysis of the various synthetic methods that
utilize each growth mechanism. We then discuss various approaches to fabricate
heterostructure and inorganic nanotube materials derived from three-dimensional
bulk crystal structures.

Growth of Nanowires from the Vapor Phase
Vapor-phase synthesis is probably the most extensively explored approach to the
formation of one-dimensional nanostructures such as whiskers, nanorods, and
nanowires. A vapor phase synthesis is one in which the initial starting reactants for
the wire formation are gas phase species. Numerous techniques have been developed to prepare precursors into the gas phase for thin-film growth, including laser
ablation, chemical vapor deposition, chemical vapor transport methods, molecular
beam epitaxy, and sputtering. It should be noted that the concentrations of gaseous
reactants must be carefully regulated for nanowire synthesis in order to allow
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the nanowire growth mechanism to predominate and suppress secondary nucleation events. Combining these different vapor sources with an appropriate growth
mechanism allows many possible permutations for synthetic design. Although the
advantages and disadvantages of each vapor phase technique for thin-film growth
are well known (6), their relative merits in nanowire synthesis require further investigation. For example, the specific impact of a given method on the resulting
physical properties of a nanowire is not well understood, as there has yet to be a
systematic experimental study detailing these effects for a specific material.

Vapor-Liquid-Solid Mechanism
Among all vapor-based methods, those employing the VLS mechanism seem to
be the most successful in generating large quantities of nanowires with singlecrystalline structures. This process was originally developed by Wagner & Ellis
to produce micrometer-sized whiskers in the 1960s (7), later justified thermodynamically and kinetically (8), and recently reexamined by Lieber, Yang, and other
researchers to generate nanowires and nanorods from a rich variety of inorganic
materials (9–19). Several years ago, we used in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques to monitor the VLS growth mechanism in real time
(12). A typical VLS process starts with the dissolution of gaseous reactants into
nanosized liquid droplets of a catalyst metal, followed by nucleation and growth of
single-crystalline rods and then wires. The one-dimensional growth is induced and
dictated by the liquid droplets, whose sizes remain essentially unchanged during
the entire process of wire growth. Each liquid droplet serves as a virtual template
to strictly limit the lateral growth of an individual wire. The major stages of the
VLS process can be seen in Figure 1, with the growth of a Ge nanowire observed
by in situ TEM. Based on the Ge-Au binary phase diagram, Ge and Au form liquid
alloys when the temperature is raised above the eutectic point (361◦ C). Once the
liquid droplet is supersaturated with Ge, nanowire growth will start to occur at the
solid-liquid interface. The establishment of the symmetry-breaking solid-liquid interface is the key step for the one-dimensional nanocrystal growth in this process,
whereas the stoichiometry and lattice symmetry of the semiconductor material
systems are less relevant.
The growth process can be controlled in various ways. Because the diameter of each nanowire is largely determined by the size of the catalyst particle,
smaller catalyst islands yield thinner nanowires. It has been demonstrated that Si
and GaP nanowires of any specific size can be obtained by controlling the diameter of monodispersed gold colloids serving as the catalyst (13, 14). In general,
nanowire lengths can be controlled by modifying the growth time. One of the
challenges faced by the VLS process is the selection of an appropriate catalyst
that will work with the solid material to be processed into one-dimensional nanostructures. Currently, this is done by analyzing the equilibrium phase diagrams. As
a major requirement, there should exist a good solvent capable of forming liquid
alloy with the target material, and ideally eutectic compounds should be formed.
It has been shown that the analysis of catalyst and growth conditions can be
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Figure 1 In situ TEM images recorded during the process of nanowire growth.
(a) Au nanoclusters in solid state at 500◦ C; (b) alloying initiates at 800◦ C, at this
stage Au exists mostly in solid state; (c) liquid Au/Ge alloy; (d) the nucleation of Ge
nanocrystal on the alloy surface; (e) Ge nanocrystal elongates with further Ge condensation and eventually forms a wire (f). (Reprinted with permission from Reference 12,
copyright Am. Chem. Soc., 2001.)

substantially simplified by considering the pseudobinary phase diagram between
the metal catalyst and the solid material of interest (15). As a major limitation, it
seems to be difficult to apply the VLS method to metals owing to the alloying behavior of metal and catalyst materials. The necessary use of a metal as the catalyst
may also contaminate the semiconductor nanowires and thus potentially change
their properties, although incorporation of metal impurities into nanowires has yet
to be experimentally verified.
The VLS process has now become a widely used method for generating onedimensional nanostructures from a rich variety of pure and doped inorganic materials that include elemental semiconductors (Si, Ge) (9–11), III–V semiconductors
(GaN, GaAs, GaP, InP, InAs) (13–25), II–VI semiconductors (ZnS, ZnSe, CdS,
CdSe) (26–28), oxides (indium-tin oxide, ZnO, MgO, SiO2, CdO) (29–34), carbides (SiC, B4C) (35, 36), and nitrides (Si3N4) (37). The nanowires produced
using the VLS approach are remarkable for their uniformity in diameter, which is
usually on the order of 10 nm over a length scale of >1 µm. Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM), TEM, and high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) images of a typical sample of GaN nanowires that was
prepared using a metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) procedure.
Electron diffraction and HRTEM characterization indicate that each nanowire is
essentially a single crystal. The presence of a catalyst nanoparticle at one of the
ends of the nanowire (Figure 2b) is clear evidence supporting the VLS mechanism.
However, metal droplets may not necessarily remain on the tips of VLS-made wires
because interfacial dewetting and large interfacial thermal expansion differences
can dislodge catalyst tips during cooling.
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Figure 2 (a) Field-effect scanning electron microscope (FESEM) image of the GaN
nanowires grown on a gold-coated c-plane sapphire substrate. Inset shows a nanowire
with its triangular cross section. (b) TEM image of a GaN nanowire with a gold metal
alloy droplet on its tip. Insets are electron diffraction patterns taken along the [001] zone
axis. The lower inset is the same electron diffraction pattern but purposely defocused
to reveal the wire growth direction. (c) Lattice-resolved TEM image of the nanowire.
(Reprinted with permission from Reference 24, copyright Am. Chem. Soc., 2003.)

Self-Catalytic VLS
Because nanowires of binary and more complex stoichiometries can be created
using the VLS mechanism, it is possible for one of these elements to serve as
the VLS catalyst. Stach and coworkers used in situ TEM to observe directly selfcatalytic growth of GaN nanowires by heating a GaN thin-film in a vacuum of
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10−7 torr (38). It is known that GaN decomposes at temperatures above 850◦ C in
high vacuum via the following process (39):
GaN (s) → Ga (l) + 0.5 N (g) + 0.25 N2 (g).
Also, the congruent sublimation of GaN to the diatomic or polymeric vapor
species has been predicted and observed (40, 41):
GaN (s) → GaN (g) or [GaN]x (g).
Initially, decomposition of the GaN film leads to the formation of isolated liquid
Ga nanoparticles. The resultant vapor species, composed of the atomic nitrogen
and diatomic or polymeric GaN, then redissolves into the Ga droplets and initiates
VLS nanowire after supersaturating the metal and establishing a liquid-Ga/solidGaN interface. Each step in the VLS process was observed in this TEM study
(Figure 3): the alloying of the Ga droplet with the nitrogen-rich vapor species,
the nucleation of the nanowire liquid-metal interface, and the subsequent axial
nanowire growth.
The major advantage of a self-catalytic process is that it avoids undesired contamination from foreign metal atoms typically used as VLS catalysts. Self-catalytic
behavior has been reported when the direct reaction of Ga with NH3 or direct evaporation of GaN was used to produce GaN nanowires (18, 42). The precise control
of nanowire lengths and diameters using a self-catalytic VLS technique, as well
as the universality of this approach, has yet to be demonstrated.

VLS Vapor Phase Methods
For a specific material, the dependence that the method of introducing vapor species
has on the nanowire physical properties has not been systematically studied. Certain methods of introducing vapor phase precursors will allow a much greater
flexibility in dopant selection, as well give greater control over the compound stoichiometry. Furthermore, integration of nanowire components into current thin-film
technologies is an important consideration. Specific vapor phase methods (such as
MOCVD) will be more compatible with process integration than others.
To demonstrate these points, let us consider the case of GaN nanowires. Synthetic schemes for GaN-based devices have employed laser ablation (43, 44),
chemical vapor transport (16, 25, 45–48), and most recently, MOCVD (24). The
highest carrier mobility values are reported for thin films grown by MOCVD, hydride phase vapor epitaxy, or molecular beam expitaxy (MBE). Of these methods,
MOCVD should allow the greatest flexibility for producing nanowires with controlled dopant and other ternary nitride phase concentrations. This is partly because
of the similarity of the precursor chemistries for the constituent and dopant atoms.
Finally, MOCVD is on the same technical platform as thin-film technologies and
thus can be easily integrated into existing GaN thin-film technologies.
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Figure 3 A series of video frames grabbed from observations of GaN decomposition
at ∼1050◦ C, showing the real-time GaN nanowire growth process. The number on
the bottom left corner of each frame is the time (second:millisecond). (Reprinted with
permission from Reference 38, copyright Am. Chem. Soc., 2003).

Vapor-Solid Growth Mechanisms
There have been numerous reports on one-dimensional nanostructure formation
from vapor phase precursors in the absence of a metal catalyst or obvious VLS evidence (49). Herein we refer to this synthetic method of creating one-dimensional
materials as the vapor-solid method. There are many plausible growth mechanisms
to consider, and a synthetic experiment might produce nanostructures grown from
a combination of these mechanisms. Using thermodynamic and kinetic considerations, the formation of nanowires could be possibly through (a) an anisotropic
growth mechanism, (b) Frank’s screw dislocation mechanism (50), (c) a different
defect-induced growth model, or (d) self-catalytic VLS. In an anisotropic growth
mechanism, one-dimensional growth can be accomplished by the preferential reactivity and binding of gas phase reactants along specific crystal facets (thermodynamic and kinetic parameters) and also the desire for a system to minimize surface energies (thermodynamic parameter). In the dislocation and defect-induced
growth models, specific defects (for example screw dislocations) are known to
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have larger sticking coefficients for gas phase species, thus allowing enhanced
reactivity and deposition of gas phase reactants at these defects. Other recently
proposed vapor-solid growth mechanisms have been reported, for example the
oxide-assisted growth mechanism (51). However, many of these proposed vaporsolid growth mechanisms lack compelling thermodynamic and kinetic justification
of one-dimensional growth; careful experiments are needed in order to unravel the
fundamental nanowire growth events under these conditions.
Although the exact mechanisms responsible for vapor-solid growth are not completely elucidated, many materials with interesting morphologies have been made
using these methods. Most significantly, the Wang group has created nanoribbon
materials (of ZnO, SnO2, In2O3, and CdO) having rectangular cross sections by
simply evaporating commercial metal oxide powders at elevated temperatures (52).
These nanoribbons are structurally uniform, with typical thicknesses from 30 to
300 nm, width-to-thickness ratios of 5–10, and lengths up to several millimeters
(49). Finally, vapor-solid methods have been utilized to form a variety of more
complex morphologies. For instance, we have used this method to create ZnO
tetrapods and comb-like morphologies (53, 54).

Nanowire Growth in Solution
A few of the major disadvantages of high-temperature approaches to nanowire
synthesis include the high cost of fabrication and scale-up and the inability to produce metallic wires. Recent progress using solution-phase techniques has resulted
in the creation of one-dimensional nanostructures in high yields (gram scales) via
selective capping mechanisms. It is believed that molecular capping agents play a
significant role in the kinetic control of the nanocrystal growth by preferentially
adsorbing to specific crystal faces, thus inhibiting growth of that surface (although
defects could also induce such one-dimensional crystal growth).
Evidence for this selective capping mechanism has been recently documented
by Sun et al. (55) in the formation of silver nanowires using poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) as a capping agent. In the presence of PVP, most silver particles can be
directed to grow into nanowires with uniform diameters. One possible explanation
is that PVP selectively binds to the {100} facets of silver while maintaining {111}
facets to allow growth. To demonstrate this selective passivation of Ag nanowires
along the {100} faces, Sun et al. functionalized their nanowires post-growth under
mild conditions with a dithiol compound, and subsequently added gold nanoparticles to the solution. They found that the gold nanoparticles bonded only to the
end {111} caps, thereby showing only dithiol adhesion on the ends caps and not
the {100} faces owing to the preferential bonding of the PVP to these faces.
In this process Sun et al. generated nanowires of silver with diameters in the
range of 30–60 nm and lengths up to ∼50 µm. This work on silver, together
with previous studies on gold and other metals, suggests that many metals can
be processed as nanowires through solution-phase methods by finding a chemical
reagent capable of selectively interacting with various surfaces of a metal.
The growth of semiconductor nanowires has also been realized using a similar
synthetic mechanism. Microrods of ZnO have been produced via the hydrolysis
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Figure 4 ZnO nanowire array on a 4-inch silicon wafer. Centered is a photograph of
a coated wafer, surrounded by SEM images of the array at different locations and magnifications. These images are representative of the entire surface. Scale bars, clockwise
from upper left, correspond to 2 µm, 1 µm, 500 nm, and 200 nm. (Reprinted with
permission from Reference 57, copyright Wiley-VCH, 2003.)

of zinc salts in the presence of amines (56). Following this work, we used hexamethylenetetramine as a structural director to produce dense arrays of ZnO nanowires
in aqueous solution (Figure 4) having controllable diameters of 30–100 nm and
lengths of 2–10 µm (57). Most significantly, these oriented nanowires can be prepared on any substrate. The growth process ensures that a majority of the nanowires
in the array are in direct contact with the substrate and provide a continuous pathway for carrier transport, an important feature for future electronic devices based
on these materials.
A major limitation of this growth mechanism is that most capping agents are
chosen via an empirical trial-and-error approach. It would therefore be advantageous to develop a library of bond strengths of various chemisorbed capping agents
on specific crystal planes.

Longitudinal Heterostructures
The growth of longitudinal heterostructured nanowires involves using a single
one-dimensional growth mechanism that can be easily switched between different
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materials mid-growth. In order to obtain technologically useful heterostructures,
the growth mechanism must be compatible with the desired materials and produce
well-defined and coherent interfaces with good control. Because the VLS growth
mechanism can readily provide such control, most work involving longitudinal
heterostructure synthesis has been performed using this approach.
Researchers in our laboratory recently demonstrated the use of a hybrid pulsed
laser ablation/chemical vapor deposition (PLA-CVD) process for generating semiconductor nanowires with periodic longitudinal heterostructures (58). In this process, Si and Ge vapor sources are independently controlled and alternately delivered into the VLS nanowire growth system. As a result, single-crystalline
nanowires containing the Si/SiGe superlattice structure are obtained.
Figure 5 shows a TEM image of two such nanowires in the bright-field mode.
Dark stripes appear periodically along the longitudinal axis of each wire, reflecting
the alternating domains of Si and SiGe alloy. Because the electron scattering cross
section of Ge is larger than that of Si, the SiGe alloy block appears darker than the
pure Si block. The chemical composition of the dark region was also examined

Figure 5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of two Si/SiGe superlattice nanowires.
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using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), showing a strong Si peak and
apparent Ge doping (∼12 wt% Ge). The Si and Ge signals are periodically modulated with anticorrelated intensities. This observation also supports the formation
of a Si/SiGe superlattice along the wire axis.
Using a similar approach, the Lieber and Samuelson groups prepared GaAs/GaP
and InAs/InP heterostructured nanowires, respectively (59, 60). Furthermore,
Solanki and colleagues have recently reported the ability to produce ZnSe/CdSe
superlattice nanowires (61). Because the supply of vapor sources can be readily
programmed, the VLS process with modulated sources is useful for preparing a
variety of heterostructures on individual nanowires in a custom-designed fashion. It also enables the creation of various functional devices (e.g., p-n junctions,
coupled quantum dot structures, and heterostructured unipolar and bipolar transistors) on individual nanowires. These heterostructured nanowires can be further
used as important building blocks to construct nanoscale electronic circuits and
light-emitting devices.
There have been a few recent reports on the synthesis of longitudinal nanowire
heterostructures synthesized using a non-VLS mechanism. Keating & Natan and
Valizadeh et al. have, respectively, fabricated striped Ag/Au and Au/Co nanowire
superlattices using a sequential electrochemical method inside anodic aluminum
oxide templates (62, 63). Finally, Kim et al. recently synthesized GaN p-n junctions
using a chemical vapor transport vapor-solid process by introducing the p-type
dopant Cp2Mg mid-growth (48).

Coaxial Heterostructures
Coaxial nanowires, a second class of nanowire heterostructures, are both fundamentally interesting and have significant technological potential. Coaxial structures can be fabricated by coating an array of nanowires with a conformal layer of
a second material. The coating method chosen should allow excellent uniformity
and control of the sheath thickness. Cladding nanowires with amorphous layers of
SiO2 or carbon is synthetically facile and routinely demonstrated in the literature.
A more exciting and difficult task, with greater technological import, is to form
heterostructures of two single-crystalline semiconductor materials. We reported
the synthesis of GaN/Al0.75Ga0.25N core-sheath structures using a chemical vapor
transport method (Figure 6) (46). Shortly thereafter, ZnO/GaN core-sheath heterostructures were grown by our laboratory using a MOCVD approach (64). Also,
the Lieber group has studied Si/Ge core-sheath wires produced by chemical vapor
deposition methods (65). It is important to point out that the choice of appropriate
core and sheath materials with similar crystallographic symmetries and lattice constants is essential to achieve the deposition of single-crystalline epitaxial thin-film
sheath structures and thereby produce high-quality materials.
Similar to the concept of creating a uniform sheath around a nanowire is the idea
of coating one-dimensional nanostructures anisotropically, i.e., only along one side
of the nanowire material. We have developed a versatile approach to the synthesis
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Figure 6 Transmission electron microscopy image of a
GaN/AlGaN core-sheath nanowire.

of composite nanowire structures where the composition limitation is relaxed and
the resulting nanostructures could readily have multiple functionalities such as
luminescence, ferromagnetism, ferroelectric, or superconducting properties (66).
In this process, tin dioxide nanoribbons were used as substrates for the thin-film
growth of various oxides (e.g., TiO2, transition metal doped TiO2, and ZnO) using
pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The energetic nature of the laser ablation process
makes the plume highly directional and enables selective film deposition on one
side of the nanoribbon substrate via the shadow effect (Figure 7). Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction studies demonstrate that these functional oxides
can grow epitaxially on the side surfaces of the substrate nanoribbons with sharp
structural and compositional interfaces.

Nanotube Formation
There have been numerous studies on the synthesis of inorganic nanotubes derived
from materials with layered bulk crystal structures, including C, BN, MoS2, WS2,
V2O5, H3Ti2O7, etc. (4). The creation of epitaxial core-sheath structures imparts
the ability to synthesize single-crystalline nanotube materials derived from threedimensional crystal structures by dissolving the inner core. This synthetic approach
requires that the core and sheath materials exist in epitaxial registry and possess
differing chemical stability.
This “epitaxial casting” strategy was used to synthesize GaN nanotubes with
inner diameters of 30–200 nm and wall thicknesses of 5–50 nm (64). Hexagonal
ZnO nanowires were used as templates for the epitaxial overgrowth of thin GaN
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Figure 7 Transmission electron microscopy image of a
highly crystalline SnO2/TiO2 composite nanoribbon showing
the epitaxial growth of TiO2 on the SnO2 nanoribbon surface.

layers in a MOCVD system. The ZnO nanowire templates were subsequently
removed by simple thermal reduction and evaporation in NH3/H2 mixtures, which
resulted in ordered arrays of GaN nanotubes on the substrate. This is the first
example of single-crystalline GaN nanotubes and this novel templating process
should be applicable to many other semiconductor systems (Figure 8).
Related to this approach, amorphous SiO2 nanotubes with controlled shell thicknesses were recently synthesized from silicon nanowire templates. In this work,
Si nanowires were thermally oxidized at different temperatures to give uniform
oxide sheath thicknesses, and the inner Si nanowires were then etched away with
XeF2 to yield silica tubes (67). Subsequent reports of the synthesis of nonlayered
nanotubular materials include AlN (68) and In2O3 (69). The mechanisms of nanotube formation via these latter methods are not well established. These direct approaches do not give the same level of control over nanotube positioning and shell
thickness uniformity as is possible with epitaxial casting.

NOVEL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR NANOWIRES
Quantum Confinement
By now the phenomenon of charge carrier confinement in quantum dots, wires, and
wells is familiar to researchers working with nanostructures. Quantum confinement
is approximately described by simple particle-in-a-box type models, and its most
distinctive signature is the 1/dn (where d is the diameter and 1 ≤ n ≤ 2) size
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Figure 8 Transmission electron microscopy image of a
cluster of single-crystalline GaN nanotubes prepared using the epitaxial casting methodology.

dependence of the bandgap in semiconductors. A recent detailed study of the
effect of dimensionality on confinement in InP dots and wires (70) concluded
that the size dependence of the bandgap in wires is weaker than in dots by the
amount expected from simple theory. However, the absolute bandgap shifts in InP
dots (Eg ∼ 1/d1.35) and wires (Eg ∼ 1/d1.45) did not follow the particle-in-abox prediction (i.e., 1/d2), demonstrating that accurate treatments of confinement
require higher-order calculations to account for band structure. Most experimental
investigations of quantum confinement focus on its optical effects.
Bandgap tunability and the resulting shifts in absorption/emission energies have
been extensively researched in nanoparticles (71) and in homogeneous nanorods
made of materials with reasonably large exciton Bohr radii, such as CdSe (72) and
InAs (73). Single InP nanowires have also received attention (74). The photoluminescence (PL) of well-dispersed, size-selected InP wires was found to blueshift
with decreasing size for diameters less than 20 nm. Light absorption and emission
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in a nanowire is highly polarization dependent such that the PL intensity is a maximum for polarization parallel to the long axis of the nanowire (75, 76). This polarization anisotropy is likely due to the sharp dielectric contrast between a nanowire
and its surroundings, which can be exploited to create polarization-sensitive photodetectors and other devices.
Quantum-confined one-dimensional nanostructures are strong candidates for
use in photovoltaic devices based on blended composites. In a proof of concept
study (77), Alivisatos and coworkers mixed CdSe nanorods with polythiophenes to
create solar cells with power conversion efficiencies as high as 1.7%. The nanorods
in these cells function as light absorbers, charge separation interfaces, and electrontransporting elements. Improving the transport network by replacing nanorods with
CdTe tetrapod-branched nanocrystals (78) should enhance future cell performance.
Furthermore, the overlap of the CdTe absorption profile with the solar spectrum
is tunable by ∼0.5 eV by altering the diameter of the four arms of the tetrapods,
thereby enabling the band engineering of a single-junction solar cell.
The ability to fabricate nanoscale heterostructures in the form of periodic quantum wells imbedded in a nanowire or rod could enable many new device applications, particularly in optoelectronics. The ZnO/ZnMgO multiple quantum well
(MQW) nanorod study by Pennycook and colleagues (79) is a fine example of a
versatile quantum device based on an individual heterostructure. They used metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) to grow nanorods containing a sequence
of thin ZnO wells separated by epitaxial Zn0.8Mg0.2O layers. Continuous tuning of
the emission wavelength from 3.36 eV to 3.515 eV was possible by thinning the
well width from 11 to 1.1 nm. ZnO is one of the few oxides that show quantum
confinement effects in an experimentally accessible size range (<8 nm).
In addition to true MQW one-dimensional objects, confined core-sheath
nanowire heterostructures provide a unique geometry for applications in optoelectronics. We recently demonstrated UV lasing from optically pumped GaN/Alx
Ga1−xN core-sheath quantum wires (46). Phase separation during the VLS process leads to cylindrical GaN cores with diameters as small as 5 nm cladded by a
50–100-nm layer of Al0.75Ga0.25N. Normally, GaN nanowires with diameters less
than ∼100 nm are too leaky to sustain laser cavity modes. Surrounding slender
GaN wires with a material of larger bandgap and smaller refractive index creates a
structure with simultaneous exciton and photon confinement (waveguiding). When
optically pumped, the core provides a gain medium and the sheath acts as a FabryPerot optical cavity. We found that PL and lasing emission was blueshifted from
the bulk (Figure 9), with lasing thresholds roughly ten times higher than those of
larger, unclad GaN nanowire lasers.
In addition to the exciton Bohr radius, there are several other characteristic
lengths for physical phenomena that typically fall in the range of 1–500 nm
(Figure 10), such as the phonon and electron mean free paths, the Debye length,
and the exciton diffusion length for certain polymers. It is clear that chemically
synthesized nanowires 5–100 nm in diameter should allow experimental access to
a rich spectrum of these mesoscopic phenomena.
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Figure 10 A few characteristic length scales for condensed systems at 300 K. Chemically synthesized nanowires 5–100 nm in diameter allow experimental access to a rich
spectrum of mesoscopic phenomena.

Mechanical and Thermal Stability
The small sizes and high surface-to-volume ratios of one-dimensional nanostructures endow them with a variety of interesting and useful mechanical properties.
Their high stiffness and strength lend them to applications in tough composites
and as nanoscale actuators, force sensors and calorimeters. One-dimensional nanostructures also showcase unique stability effects driven by the dominance of their
surfaces and internal interfaces.
One of the most familiar mechanical phenomenon involving size dependency
is the Hall-Petch effect characteristic of polycrystalline solids. The yield strength
and hardness of a microstructured polycrystalline material typically increase with
decreasing grain size owing to the progressively more effective disruption of
dislocation motion by grain boundaries. However, recent studies on solids composed of nanoscale grains suggest that the Hall-Petch relation breaks down at a
critical grain size, below which a material softens. Atomistic modeling carried
out by Schiotz (80) points to a transition from dislocation-mediated yielding to
grain boundary sliding at very small crystallite sizes as the primary explanation
for the anomalous maximum in the strength of metallic polycrystalline solids.
The mechanics involved in the simulations are subtle and need to be confirmed
and explored in careful experiments on films and freestanding one-dimensional
structures.
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As the scale of materials reduces to nanometers, the tendency of surfaces to minimize their free energy may drive structural changes that propagate into the bulk.
Surface-induced global reconstruction has been observed and modeled in freestanding nanofilms of various metals, particularly gold (81). These studies show
that at a critical thickness, face-centered-cubic (f.c.c.) metal films with {100}
orientations restructure to a low-energy {111} orientation to relieve the large tensile stress present in the {100} surfaces of these materials. Recently, Diao and
colleagues have explored this phenomenon in gold nanowires using atomistic simulations (82). They report a spontaneous f.c.c. to body-centered-tetragonal phase
transition in nanowires with a 100 initial crystal orientation and cross-sectional
area below 4 nm2. The transition is nucleated at the ends of the nanowire and propagates inward at a tenth the speed of sound in gold. No such effect was found in
wires with 110 or 111 growth directions, as these orientations feature surfaces
that lack sufficient stress to overcome bulk stability. The detailed nature and extent
of this dramatic effect in one-dimensional nanostructures is largely an open area
for experimentation.
It is known that the melting temperature of a crystal is inversely proportional
to its effective radius for grains smaller than 20 to 40 nm (83–85). This effect
is a consequence of the large fraction of atoms with low coordination numbers
present in solids with high surface-to-volume ratios. So far, there is no experimental verification of size-dependent thermal melting in thin one-dimensional
nanostructures, principally owing to the difficulty of fabricating freestanding rods
or wires with <10 nm diameter. Photo-induced melting and fragmentation of metal
nanorods in solution has been studied in detail using femto- to nanosecond light
pulses (86, 87). Also, a large melting point depression was reported in the case of
germanium nanowires (10–100 nm in diameter) encased in carbon sheaths (88).
TEM showed that the ends of sheathed wires began to melt 280◦ C below the bulk
melting temperature, with the liquid fronts meeting in the middle ∼80◦ C shy of
the bulk value. The latter study is a nanowire example of capillary melting (89)
(the Gibbs-Thomson effect), in which the solid-liquid equilibrium of a material
is shifted to lower temperature by confinement in a sheath having good wetting
properties with the liquid.
Interface-driven instability is a key feature of both freestanding and encapsulated one-dimensional nanostructures, but perhaps its most technologically relevant
appearance is in nanowire films confined to nanowire substrates. Work in this laboratory (M. Law, X. Zhang, R. Yu & P. Yang, unpublished results) has focused on
the thermal properties of bilayer nanoribbons as analogues for important nanoscale
interfaces such as the silicon-aluminum contact in nanoelectronics. By perturbing
and monitoring individual bilayers using in situ TEM, it is possible to study the
details of interfacial processes such as diffusion, electromigration, grain growth,
melting, and reaction between two well-defined as-deposited materials. For example, the slow heating of Cu-SnO2 bilayer nanoribbons causes interfacial stress that
bends the structures elastically at temperatures <200◦ C. At intermediate temperatures, the initially smooth Cu layer thickens and breaks up into three-dimensional
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islands as this thermodynamically preferred wetting state becomes thermally accessible. Finally, reduction of the SnO2 substrate by Cu at ∼550◦ C leads to etching
of the interface and the appearance of several new phases.
Nanowire synthesis techniques can yield single-crystalline structures with a
much lower density of line defects than is typically found in bulk materials. As a result, one-dimensional nanostructures often feature a mechanical strength, stiffness,
and toughness approaching the theoretical limits of perfect crystals, making them
attractive for use in composites and as actuators in nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS). In 1997, the Lieber group pioneered the use of atomic force microscopy
(AFM) to determine the mechanical properties of individual SiC nanorods that
were pinned at one end to a solid substrate (91). AFM studies on SiC rods and
MoS2 tubes (92) measuring force-displacement relations yielded Young’s moduli
near their theoretical maxima. Wang and coworkers demonstrated an alternative
method for determining the elastic properties of one-dimensional nanostructures
based on electric-field-induced resonant excitation of single SiC/SiO2 (93) wires
and ZnO (94) belts in situ in a TEM. By applying an alternating electric field tuned
to the natural vibration frequency of a ZnO belt pinned at one end to a TEM grid,
the researchers found that the quasi-rectangular belts exhibited dual fundamental
frequencies and an average bending modulus of 52 GPa, close to the theoretical
value.
In addition to mechanical characterization, several studies have demonstrated
mechanical actuation based on the unique features of one-dimensional structures.
For instance, flexible SiO2 helices heated by an electron beam show expansioncontraction behavior similar to that of a spring (95). In recent work, entangled
sheets of V2O5 nanowires have been used as electromechanical actuators in liquid media (96). The large surface area and Young’s modulus of the freestanding sheets are key to their ability to generate substantial forces (5.9 MPa) in
response to reversible cation intercalation and double-layer charging. A separate study has explored the thermomechanical bending of bilayer ribbons via the
well-known bimetallic effect (M. Law, T. Kuykendall, X. Zhang & P. Yang, unpublished results). It was shown that epitaxial Cu-SnO2 bilayers act as reversible thermal switches at temperatures <200◦ C, with tip displacements of several hundred
nanometers as monitored by TEM. The use of more practical detection schemes
should open applications for these and related one-dimensional structures as NEMS
components and ultrasensitive force transducers (98).
Because of their very small size and weight, nanomechanical resonators are
theoretically capable of heat detection at the quantum limit and mass sensing at
the level of individual molecules. The resonance frequency of a cantilever beam, fo,
scales linearly with the geometric factor t/L2 (where t is thickness and L the length
of the cantilever beam), whereas its mass sensitivity is roughly proportional to
fo2, so that short light structures provide the highest sensitivity. Husain et al. have
demonstrated impressive advances toward fabricating and detecting the motion
of ultrahigh-frequency (1 GHz) resonators based on lithographically produced
nanowires (99). A recent report of 5.5 fg mass detection using larger Si cantilevers
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in ambient conditions (100) heralds the wide use of nanowires in force microscopy,
high-frequency circuitry, and calorimetry in the quantum regime.

Nanowire Lasing
Nanowires with flat end facets can be exploited as optical resonance cavities to
generate coherent light on the nanoscale. Room temperature UV lasing has been
demonstrated in our laboratories for the ZnO and GaN nanowire systems with
epitaxial arrays (32), combs (54), and single nanowires (45, 101). ZnO and GaN are
wide bandgap semiconductors (3.37, 3.42 eV) suitable for UV-blue optoelectronic
applications. The large binding energy for excitons in ZnO (∼60 meV) permits
lasing via exciton-exciton recombination at low excitation conditions, whereas
GaN is known to support an electron-hole plasma (EHP) lasing mechanism. In a
series of studies, we have applied far-field imaging and near-field scanning optical
microscopy (NSOM) to understand photon confinement in these small (d ≤ λ,
where d is the nanowire diameter and λ is the wavelength) cavities.
Well-faceted nanowires with diameters from 100 to 500 nm support predominantly axial Fabry-Perot waveguide modes (separated by λ = λ2/[2Ln(λ)],
where L is the cavity length and n(λ) is the group index of refraction owing to
the large diffraction losses suffered by transverse trajectories. Diffraction prevents
smaller wires from lasing; PL is lost instead to the surrounding radiation field.
ZnO and GaN nanowires produced by VLS growth are cavities with low intrinsic
finesse (F) owing to the low reflectivity (R) of their end faces (102) (∼19%) [where
F = π R1/2/(1-R)], such that the confinement time for photons is short and photons travel an average of one to three half-passes before escaping from the cavity.
Far-field imaging indicates that PL and lasing emission are localized at the ends
of nanowires, which suggests strong waveguiding behavior that is consistent with
axial Fabry-Perot modes.
The transition from spontaneous PL to optical gain is achieved by exciting a
high density of carriers via pulsed UV illumination. The dependence of nanowire
emission on pump power (Figure 11) typically shows three regimes, corresponding to (a) spontaneous emission, followed by (b) stimulated emission (lasing)
above a certain threshold fluence, and (c) saturation through gain-pinning at
high pump power. The lasing thresholds observed in nanowires vary across several orders of magnitude as a consequence of differing nanowire dimensions,
quality of the particular nanowire cavities, and coupling to the substrate (the
lowest threshold observed for ZnO is ∼70 nJ cm−2; for GaN, ∼500 nJ cm−2).
The simultaneous appearance of narrow cavity modes (line widths 0.25–1.0 nm)
spaced in agreement with cavity dimensions confirms the lasing behavior. The
spectral position of the ZnO gain profile is typically nearly independent of pump
power at the moderate pumping intensities that correspond to exciton-exciton lasing but exhibits significant red-shift near saturation as band filling and charge
screening induce an exciton-to-EHP transition. GaN nanowires, on the other hand,
show a consistent red-shift from threshold to saturation owing to band-gap
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renormalization. Polarization of the various modes has also been studied
(101).
Recent work in our laboratory has focused on two aspects of lasing in onedimensional ZnO structures: its ultrafast dynamics in nanowires and its manipulation in nanoribbons. Time-resolved second-harmonic generation (TR-SHG)
and transient photoluminescence spectroscopy were used (103) to probe carrier
relaxation dynamics near the lasing threshold, as well as under gain saturation
conditions. Above the lasing threshold, a bi-exponential decay of the PL was observed, with a fast component (∼10 ps) corresponding to exciton-exciton lasing
and a slow component (∼70 ps) owing to free exciton spontaneous emission. The
fast process shifted to shorter times with increased pumping power, reflecting the
increasing influence of EHP dynamics at higher carrier densities (Figure 12). The
SHG transient, which monitors the overall repopulation of the valence bands after
excitation, showed a fast component with a decay time that decreased from 5 to
∼1 ps from threshold to saturation through a multi-body scattering process consisting of both radiative and nonradiative events. In the nanoribbon study (104),
we determined the dependence of the lasing threshold and spectrum on the ribbon
length by successively etching isolated ribbons using a focused ion beam (FIB).
The threshold pump fluence and nanoribbon length were found to be inversely
proportional for lengths greater than 10 µm, whereas most ribbons shorter than
5 µm failed to lase at any pump intensity because gain volume was lost.
The most useful applications for nanowire lasers require that they be integrated
in circuits and activated by electron-injection rather than optical pumping. Lieber
and coworkers have made progress in this direction by assembling n-type CdS
nanowire Fabry-Perot cavities on p-Si wafers to form the required heterojunction
for electrically driven lasing (105). More robust assembly methods appropriate to
a larger variety of materials will enable the use of injection nanolasers in sensing,
optical communications, and probe microscopy.

Phonon Transport
Phonon transport is expected to be greatly impeded in thin (i.e., d < , where d is
the diameter and is the phonon mean free path) one-dimensional nanostructures
as a result of increased boundary scattering and reduced phonon group velocities
stemming from phonon confinement. Detailed models of phonon heat conduction
in cylindrical (106) and rectangular (107) semiconducting nanowires that consider
modified dispersion relations and all important scattering processes predict a large
decrease (>90%) in the lattice thermal conductivity of wires tens of nanometers
in diameter. Size-dependent thermal conductivity in nanostructures presents a major hurdle in the drive toward miniaturization in the semiconductor industry. Yet
poor heat transport is advantageous for thermoelectric materials, which are characterized by a figure of merit {ZT = a2T/[ρ(κ p + κ e)], with a, T, ρ, κ p, and κ e
the Seebeck coefficient, absolute temperature, electronic resistivity, lattice thermal
conductivity, and electronic thermal conductivity, respectively} that improves as
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phonon transport worsens. A decade ago, the Dresselhaus group predicted that
ZT can be increased above bulk values in thin nanowires by carefully tailoring
their diameters, compositions, and carrier concentrations (108). This remains to
be experimentally confirmed.
Several research groups are now fabricating nanowires for thermolelectric (TE)
applications. Arrays of Bi2Te3 and BiSb wires (109, 110) grown electrochemically
in anodic alumina templates and then imbedded in a thermally insulating matrix
may soon provide useful TE materials. The enhancement in thermoelectric properties is expected to be most pronounced for zero-dimension quantum-confined
structures that feature some means of carrier transport. PbTeSe-based quantum
dot array superlattices (111) recently achieved ZT ∼ 2 at 300 K, compared with
ZT ∼ 1 for the best bulk materials. Well-engineered superlattice nanowires (which
integrate a repeating series of nanodots of two different materials along a crystalline wire) may provide even better performance via a combination of sharp periodic band offsets that offer some amount of quantum confinement, high phonon
scattering from the nanodot interfaces, and high electrical conductivity (112). Recent work in our laboratories has focused on understanding the thermal transport
properties of Si/SiGe superlattice nanowires as the first step in the experimental
verification of enhanced ZT values in these complex structures (58).
Measurements of the overall thermal conductivity of Si/SiGe superlattice
nanowires (113) (Figure 13) were made as a function of temperature (20 to
300 K) and nanowire diameter using a suspended microdevice in vacuum. Individual Si/SiGe wires with a superlattice period of 100–150 nm exhibited a thermal
conductivity substantially lower than that of Si/SiGe superlattice films with 30
nm periodicity (10–60% lower, depending on temperature). The broadness of the
imbedded Si/SiGe interfaces and the moderate Ge concentration in these wires
suggest that alloy (impurity) scattering is the dominant phonon scattering mechanism for short-wavelength phonons, whereas boundary scattering plays a major
role in disrupting phonons of all wavelengths. Comparison of superlattice wires
with undoped Si nanowires (114) of similar diameter (Figure 13) shows that the
former have a conductivity roughly five times smaller at 300 K, or ∼500 times
less than the bulk conductivity for silicon. Future Seebeck and electronic studies
of improved superlattice nanowires are needed to guide the engineering of these
materials for TE applications.
Phonon transport in mesoscopic one-dimensional systems was taken near its ultimate limit with the measurement by Roukes and colleagues (115) of the universal
quantum of thermal conductance, Gth = π 2kB2T/3h. They have since gone on to
compare the details of phonon scattering in lithographically prepared nanobeams
of electrically conducting and insulating materials (116).

Photoconductivity and Chemical Sensing
Electronic conductivity in semiconductor nanowires, belts, and tubes is substantially enhanced by exposing these structures to photons of energy greater than
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Figure 13 (a) Thermal conductivities of 58 nm and 83 nm diameter single crystalline
Si/SixGe1−x superlattice nanowires. The value of x is ∼0.9–0.95 and the superlattice
period is from 100–150 nm. Thermal conductivities of a 30 nm period two-dimensional
Si/Si0.7Ge0.3 superlattice film and Si0.9Ge0.1 alloy film (3.5 µm thick) are also shown.
(b) Thermal conductivities of different diameter single crystalline pure Si nanowires.
The number beside each curve denotes the corresponding wire diameter. (Reprinted
with permission from Reference 114, copyright AIP, 2003.)

their bandgaps. We demonstrated (117) that photoconductivity in ZnO nanowires
could be exploited to create fast and reversible UV optical switches with ON-OFF
switching ratios of four to six orders of magnitude under low-intensity 365 nm
light. Because the magnitude and decay time of the photoresponse is highly dependent on the presence of ambient O2, we suggested that the photocurrent in n-type
oxide nanowires is a product of electron-hole pair formation and electron doping
caused by the photo-induced desorption of oxidizing surface species, including
oxygen. We went on to utilize the sensitive dependence of nanowire conductivity
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on adsorbate molecules to fabricate the first single-crystalline nanowire gas sensor (118). In this work, a SnO2 nanoribbon bathed in UV light was used to reversibly detect 3–100 ppm NO2 at room temperature. NO2 adsorption on the
ribbon surface traps free electrons and widens the region of depleted electron
density near the surface, thereby causing the conductivity to drop, whereas the
UV light continuously desorbs NO2 to make the sensing dynamic. A series of
studies by other groups later extended nanowire-based gas sensing to ZnO belts
(119), In2O3 wires (120), polycrystalline SnO2 wires (121), and TiO2 tubes arrays
(122).
Nanowire chemical sensors most often operate via chemical gating induced by
the surface adsorption of analyte molecules, although other sensing mechanisms
exist (123, 124). The very high surface-to-volume ratios of thin one-dimensional
nanostructures endow them with inherently high sensitivity and short response
time; however, selectivity is a major problem, especially in the detection of gases.
For example, the reactive surfaces of oxide nanowires and carbon nanotubes (CNT)
(125) interact with most oxidizing and reducing vapors, which complicates many
practical applications. Recently we carried out density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to understand the details of molecular adsorption on SnO2 nanoribbon surfaces (126). We found that (a) oxygen chemisorbs only on surfaces that
contain oxygen vacancies; (b) adsorbed NO2 exists primarily as tightly bound
NO3 species, a finding that was confirmed with X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES); and (c) many surface species are mobile at 300 K and some can
oxidize the SnO2 lattice itself, potentially causing sensor signal drift. Selectivity in
nanowire sensors is more easily addressed in liquid media, where ligand-receptor
binding (e.g., biotin-streptavidin) and other surface functionalization schemes can
provide molecular discrimination (127). It is a good bet that nanowire- and CNTbased chemical sensing will be among the first major commercial applications for
one-dimensional nanostructures.

Magnetic Effects
The magnetic properties of solids can exhibit size dependence as a consequence
of several effects, including the influence of surfaces, the onset of carrier confinement, and the reduction of structure size below that of a single magnetic domain.
It is possible to enhance or even induce magnetic behavior by changing the dimensionality of a system. For example, the broken symmetry of a surface can generate
giant magnetic anisotropy energy in magnetic adatoms (128). The study of electron
transport in suspended chains of atoms (129) suggests that certain nonmagnetic
systems, such as Pd and Pt, become magnetic in such a geometry and behave
as ferromagnetic polarized conduction channels (with quantized transport at half
a conductance quantum, or e2/h). Scientific interest in zero-dimension magnetic
nanodots centers on the effects of weak structural anisotropy in single-domain particles (130) and their use in biological labeling (131) and assembly into arrays for
magnetotransport (132) and high-density data storage (133). Magnetic nanorods
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(134) and wires are comparatively recent foci of attention. In addition to exhibiting
large anisotropy, one-dimensional magnetic nanostructures can act as their own
interconnects, making them attractive for use in sensing and as active elements in
spintronic devices.
Size reduction in one-dimensional magnetic nanostructures may alter the magnetic reversal processes of a system, an effect with relevance in data storage and
sensing. Most studies on magnetic one-dimensional structures utilize electrodeposited ferromagnetic nanowires grown in large area, variable-density arrays in
anodic alumina (AAO), or track-etch templates (135). In general, the large-shape
anisotropy of these polycrystalline wires induces a magnetic easy axis parallel to
the wire axis and results in high coercivity fields that are inversely proportional to
wire diameter (136). Small nanowires behave as single-domain dipoles except in
systems with complex magnetocrystalline properties such as cobalt. The mode of
magnetic reversal in single wires is diameter dependent, typically crossing over
from curling to Stoner-Wohlfarth rotation at a diameter near the magnetic coherence length. In an early study, the magnetic switching of thin nickel wires was
shown by micro-superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry (137) to proceed via a nucleation and propagation process rather than by
coherent rotation (138) or curling. Micromagnetic modeling of amorphous wires
(139) indicates that nucleation of the reversal occurs at the ends of the wire and
then traverses the structure as a soliton. Magnetostatic coupling between nanowires
in dense arrays causes the square hysteresis loop of single nanowires to narrow
and shear. Recent dipole-dipole models (140) and field-dependent magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) measurements (141) confirm that the interwire interactions
must be reduced if nanowires are to be magnetically addressable as independent
data storage elements.
Spintronics requires small structures so that spins act coherently and electrons
travel ballistically. Initial work on spin-dependent conductivity in one-dimensional
systems has focused on the occurrence of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in electrodeposited multilayered nanowires (the current perpendicular to plane geometry) (142). Systematic studies of Co/Cu (143), NiFe/Cu (144), and Ni80Fe20/Cu
nanowires (145) with various repeat schemes have enabled the measurement of
interface scattering and spin diffusion lengths in these structures. A nanowire
Ni/NiO/Co magnetic tunnel junction was also recently demonstrated (146). However, the field of true one-dimensional nanostructure spintronic devices is in its
infancy; nanowires featuring charge-in-plane (CIP) and more complex magnetotransport geometries are now possible (66) but not yet proven.
AAO-templated ferromagnetic nanowires are proving useful in the emerging
field of biomagnetics, in which magnetic nanostructures provide a means to sense
biomolecules, sort cells, and perform other biological manipulations. For instance,
noting that the large remnant magnetization inherent to nanowires permits their
use in low-field environments, the Reich group has demonstrated the chemical
functionalization of Au/Ni wires for biosensing (147) and developed an approach
to magnetically trap (148) single wires in solution.
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Electronic Transport
The physics of charge transport in mesoscopic one-dimensional systems is a maturing subject. One striking phenomenon in the mesoscopic domain is the quantization of electrical conductance, which occurs when a quasi-one-dimensional
electron gas is made to bridge two electron reservoirs, as in a semiconductor point
contact (149), mechanical break junction (150), or carbon nanotube (151). Under ideal ballistic conditions, each spin-degenerate quantum channel contributes
a unit of 2e2/h to the electrical conductance. At the time of this writing, all but
one of the purported examples of quantized conductance in nanowires were based
on chains of metal atoms rather than freestanding, chemically synthesized onedimensional nanostructures. The observation of quantum transport effects in true
metal or semiconductor nanowires requires structures with widths comparable
to the Fermi wavelength (typically tens of nm for semiconductors, <1 nm for
metals). The difficulty in synthesizing such thin wires and outfitting them with
contacts having high transmission coefficients partly explains the dearth of research in this area. However, a recent report (152) of strong Coulomb blockade
behavior in monolithic InP nanowires at 0.35 K nicely illustrates the plausibility of the research. This study complements the steps taken toward nanowirebased quantum electronics by Samuelson and coworkers with their demonstration of a resonant tunneling diode (153) and a single electron transistor (154)
using individual MBE-grown heterostructure nanowires at temperatures below
12 K. The success of room temperature nanowire quantum devices depends on
improved size control, interface engineering, and assembly schemes for these
materials.
Nanowire versions of classical electronic devices are well-researched compared with their quantum counterparts. Prototype nanowire field-effect transistors
(FETs) include Si (155), InP (156), n-GaN (44), p-GaN (25), In2O3 (157), and
ZnO (158) examples. In a series of studies over the past few years, the Lieber
group pioneered the area of nanowire electronics with the fabrication of locally
gated FETs (159), crossed-nanowire p-n junctions and LEDs (25), bipolar transistors and inverters (160), and various logic-gate structures and memory elements
(161). In general, the performance characteristics of nanowire electronic devices
often rival the best bulk and epitaxial single-crystal semiconductors. State-of-theart nanowire devices employ fluid flow through microscale channels (162, 163)
to assemble nanowires into simple crossbar arrays, and electron beam lithography
(EBL) to provide electrical contact to the individual wire elements. This fabrication strategy is versatile in that appropriately doped nanowires of a wide variety of
optoelectronic materials can be deposited in grid patterns of various geometries to
serve desired functions. The use of flexible substrates is also possible (164, 165).
However, fluidic assembly suffers from a lack of precision and geometric versatility, whereas EBL is itself tedious and expensive. Complex nanowire electronics
cannot be produced economically with the current mixture of bottom-up and topdown construction. To yield a viable technology, breakthroughs must be made in
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the true self-assembly of nanowire mixtures into useful architectures. Controlling
the placement and connectivity of groups of nanostructures is probably the most
monstrous challenge in one-dimensional nanoscience.
Compositionally modulated (heterostructure) nanowires that feature internal
p-n junctions have enabled the development of single-nanowire LEDs and other
devices. Recent examples include VLS-grown Si and GaN nanowire rectifiers (166)
and InP nanowire LEDs, as well as rectifying multilayer metal rods fabricated by
electrodeposition (167). Modulated nanowires may offer several advantages over
their monolithic counterparts in electronic applications, including smaller device
sizes, simplified fabrication requirements, and enhanced control over the nature
of the active interface. Finally, we note that various aspects of charge transport
in both single-component (168) and modulated (169) nanowires recently received
theoretical attention.

Ionic Transport
Ionic transport through nanoscale channels is receiving increasing attention owing
to recent experiments that report modulation of ion currents during the passage of
single molecules of DNA or protein through the protein ion channel α-hemolysin
(170). The possibility of rapid DNA sequencing by monitoring the ionic conductance signatures of passing nucleotide oligomers has prompted the synthesis of
artificial nanopores (171) and the study of biomolecular transport through them.
Nanotubes provide a unique high-aspect-ratio channel in which to study ion transport and fluid flow. A theoretical treatment of ion behavior in gated silica nanotubes
(172) suggests that when the tube diameter is smaller than the Debye length, an
applied gate bias can completely expel ions of like charge and produce a unipolar
solution of counter-ions within the channel. Modifying the surface charge on the
nanotube with the gate electrode modulates the ionic current through the tube—
the basis for a unipolar ionic field-effect transistor. Also, the 5–20 µm length of
the nanotube channels now being fabricated in this laboratory (67) opens up the
possibility of imaging and manipulating single molecules as they pass through a
tube.

INTEGRATION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL
NANOSTRUCTURES
The key to the future success of one-dimensional nanotechnologies is assembly,
or the art of putting nanostructures where one desires, with the desired connectivity, and nowhere else. Nanostructure assembly is challenging because the pertinent length scales prohibit direct tinkering and magnify the disordering effects of
electrostatic forces and Brownian motion (173). As we have seen, fluidic assembly schemes offer sufficient control to fabricate simple networks and dictate the
macroscopic patterning of nanowires but not with the precision, pattern density, or
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complexity needed for many applications. The alignment of nanowires via electric (174) or magnetic (175) forces suffers the additional frustration of fringing
fields that make the construction of dense or complex architectures impractical.
Lithographic approaches to assembly sidestep some of the above complications
but face fundamental challenges in terms of material and geometric versatility. For
example, the Heath group recently created nanowire lattices of ultrahigh density
and controllable dimensions by transferring prefabricated nanowires from templates to other surfaces (176). Yet it is difficult to extend this or any other physical
lithographic scheme beyond the fabrication of grids of identical metal or silicon
nanowires. The research community must develop generalized assembly techniques that go well beyond current capabilities if nanowires, rods, belts, and tubes
are to see widespread technological application in optoelectronics and computing.
All application areas, including those with little or no direct need for assembly,
will benefit from advances made in the spatial manipulation of nanostructures.
An attractive nanoscale assembly strategy is cheap, fast, defect tolerant, compatible with a variety of materials in three dimensions, and parallel in nature,
ideally utilizing the self-assembly of a mix of one-dimensional elements to generate the core of a device, such as a memory chip or optical display. Self-assembly
occurs when the balance of molecular forces within a dynamic system favors
the generation of larger-scale spatial linkages and patterns, as in protein folding,
the arrangement of surface-functionalized microscopic objects at liquid interfaces
(177), and block copolymers that phase-separate to form ordered columnar arrays
as thin films (178, 179). However, self-assembly on planar substrates is best suited
to the synthesis of isotropic structures with periodic order. This makes exclusive
bottom-up (chemical) assembly an unlikely prospect for nanowire layouts that are
either spatially asymmetric or require well-defined contacts in order to interface
with the macroscopic world.
Perhaps the most realistic approach to practical nanodevices (particularly
those not based on regular arrays) is directed assembly, in which some form of
lithography—such as EBL, nanoimprint lithography (180), or µ-contact printing
(181)—is used to pattern the forces that guide the subsequent bottom-up assembly
of nanoscopic units. Progress in the field of directed assembly, although impressive
in proving several design concepts, amounts to a series of baby steps on the path
to solving a truly daunting problem. Here we highlight recent efforts to assemble
one-dimensional nanostructures into useful architectures and practical devices.
It is possible in principle to merge synthesis and assembly into a single step
such that systems self-organize as their components grow. Dai and coworkers
discovered the potential of self-organization to create electrically connected networks of single-walled carbon nanotubes in a CVD process (182). In this case,
nanotubes growing from patterned metal islands wave in the gas stream until encountering and sticking to an adjacent island in a nanoscale game of connect the
dots. Nanotubes could also be directed to bridge certain electrodes by applying
electric fields in situ during growth. The VLS growth method seems ideally suited
to this type of assembly based on lithographically defined growth locations. Yet a
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nanowire equivalent to this CNT process has not been reported, perhaps because
of the greater stiffness of nanowires compared with CNTs. For now, synthesis and
assembly remain separate steps in nanowire device fabrication.
A particularly promising nanofabrication strategy is the use of surface chemistry to direct the assembly of one-dimensional nanostructures onto lithographically patterned substrates. By modifying the surfaces of the nanowires and the
substrate with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), it is possible to control the
attractive and repulsive interactions that dictate where and how nanowires attach
to the substrate and to each other. These interactions can be of a van der Waals,
hydrophobic/hydrophilic, electrostatic, or covalent nature. Mallouk and colleagues
have demonstrated the selective adhesion of thick gold nanowires to appropriately functionalized gold surfaces using both electrostatic and covalent linkages
in solution (183). In this work, the authors controlled the micron-scale location
of groups of nanowires, but not their density or orientation. A subsequent paper from the same laboratory introduced the concept of using the distinct surface
chemistry presented by segmented metal nanowires to create two-dimensional or
three-dimensional wire superstructures (184). It should be possible to improve the
resolution of these techniques to direct individual nanowires to dock in specific
locations, perhaps by utilizing ligand-receptor binding or complementary DNA
anchoring (185). Ultimately, the practical production of useful architectures will
require that mixtures of different types of nanowires having controlled doping
profiles and distinct surface binding groups be coaxed to assemble on patterned
substrates with high accuracy. Most of the challenges in this area remain to be
addressed (186).
Heterostructure nanowires will undoubtedly serve as the preferred building
block in directed assembly schemes compared with their monolithic counterparts.
In addition to their greater surface functionality, heterostructures incorporate wellcontrolled interfaces of a quality that is impossible to achieve with multiply crossed
nanowires. The various classes of heterostructure nanowires now emerging from
several laboratories will simplify assembly requirements, shrink device sizes, and
improve device performance.
Another interesting method for arranging vast numbers of one-dimensional
nanostructures on solid surfaces is Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) assembly (187). In
the LB technique, uniaxial compression of a nanowire-surfactant monolayer floating on an aqueous subphase causes the nanowires to align and pack over a large
area (>20 cm2). The aligned monolayer can then be transferred to a solid surface en masse and with fidelity. Repeated transfers of different types of nanowires
can produce functional nanowire lattices (188), although the imprecise registry
between layers and the difficulties in providing electrical contacts to individual
wires are issues that remain to be addressed. The lattices can be patterned using
conventional photolithography to yield arrays of lattice pixels of controlled geometry and pitch. Despite its obvious lack of geometric versatility, LB assembly is
the best method available for aligning one-dimensional nanostructures over large
areas and with high packing density.
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Figure 14 Scanning electron microscopy images of the LB silver nanowire
monolayer deposited on a silicon wafer at different magnifications. (Reprinted
with permission from Reference 191, copyright Am. Chem. Soc., 2003.)

Examples of functioning devices based on assemblies of one-dimensional
nanostructures are only now beginning to appear in the literature. We already
discussed the construction of simple LEDs and logic elements from small grids
of nanowires. A similar fabrication approach was recently used to create flexible
nanowire FETs with a multitude of parallel conduction channels (164). Beyond
these electronic examples, a handful of devices reliant on ordered nanowire arrays have been proposed, including nanowire photonic crystals (1), field emission
displays (189), and solar cells (190).
We recently used LB assembly to create a molecule-specific chemical sensor
based on a monolayer of aligned silver nanowires covering a substrate (Figure 14)
(191). The silver wires have well-faceted pentagonal cross sections and sharp pyramidal tips, such that the close-packed nanowire film acts as an excellent substrate
for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) (192) with large electromagnetic field enhancement factors (2 × 105 for thiol and 2,4-dintrotoluene, and
2 × 109 for rhodamine 6G). Both the shape and packing density of the nanowires
are vital to the function of this SERS-based sensor. The nanowire monolayer
achieves slightly better sensitivities than other types of SERS substrates even
without attempts to optimize its performance. This work provides a nice summary
of the state-of-the-art in nanostructure assembly: Our current rudimentary capabilities are sometimes sufficient to secure the distinct advantages of one-dimensional
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nanostructures, but future assembly techniques will enable greatly superior performance in a range of technologies.
One quite promising application area is nanowire photovoltaics. Organic photovoltaic (PV) devices based on blends of conjugated polymers and inorganic
nanostructures are currently objects of intense research for low-cost solar energy
conversion. State-of-the-art organic cells (193–195) utilize a bulk heterojunction
of donor and acceptor materials to provide a large internal surface area for the
efficient charge separation of photo-generated excitons. However, such devices
are limited by inefficient charge transport because of the highly folded, discontinuous topology of the donor-acceptor (DA) interface. Replacing the disordered
inorganic phase with an aligned array of nanowires can improve charge collection and raise power conversion efficiencies as long as exciton splitting remains
efficient. A recent theoretical analysis (196) concluded that nanowire array cells
should outperform disordered bulk junction cells when the wire size and interwire
spacing become comparable to the exciton diffusion length of the polymer (typically 5–20 nm). Current work focuses on the experimental realization of dense
arrays of thin ZnO nanowires for use in nanowire PV cells. In one approach, the
ZnO wires are grown in mild aqueous solution on conducting glass substrates and
coated with a light-absorbing polythiophene film; deposition of a top electrode
then completes the device. Arrays of oxide or chalcogenide nanowires grown with
low-cost methods based on seed or template self-assembly are exciting materials
for advanced photovoltaics.

CHALLENGES AHEAD
The rapid pace of research in the field of one-dimensional nanostructures is driven
by the exciting scientific challenges and technological potential of mesoscopic
systems. No fewer than 100 research teams are now active in this young area
worldwide. Synthetic capabilities continue to expand quickly, while progress with
the difficult tasks of precision property control and assembly inches forward. There
are several outstanding scientific challenges in the field that need to be addressed urgently, the most significant of which is the integration and interfacing problem. The
ability to create high-density arrays is not enough: How to address individual elements in a high-density array and how to achieve precise layer-to-layer registration
for vertical integration are just two of the many challenges still ahead. The achievement of reproducible nanostructural interfaces, semiconductor-semiconductor and
metal-semiconductor alike, requires careful examination and understanding of the
chemistry and physics occurring at the interface. Equally important is the precise control of the size uniformity, dimensionality, growth direction, and dopant
distribution within semiconductor nanostructures, as these structural parameters
will ultimately dictate the functionality of the nanostructures. In particular, the
physical significance of the dopant distribution and the interfacial junction, and
their implications in device operation and performance, will likely require careful
re-examination and/or redefinition at the nanometer-length scale. Lastly, accurate
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theoretical simulations appropriate to the above-mentioned mesoscopic regime
are becoming feasible with the enhanced computing power available and should
assist our understanding of many of these size- and dimensionality-controlled
phenomena.
We note that the attendant hype from both proponents and opponents of nanotechnology has received increasing attention in the scientific journals (197). Researchers would be responsible and wise to recognize (and work to mitigate) the
potential environmental and health hazards of nanoparticles and nanowires. The
true danger of these materials stems from their small sizes, reactive surfaces, and
high mobility in the environment and perhaps in the body. Some types of nanoparticles are proving to be toxic, and nanowires are obviously reminiscent of asbestos
and chrysolite. A systematic evaluation of the environmental and health implications of the large-scale production of these materials is urgently needed. Several
reports of limited scope have already been issued (198). We suspect that the environmental and health hazards of one-dimensional nanostructures will prove no
more serious or difficult to manage than those of existing particulate sources such
as diesel exhaust or asbestos. However, ignoring or dismissing outright the concerns of the public in this or any other area of emerging technology is socially
irresponsible unbalanced science.
The Annual Review of Materials Research is online at
http://matsci.annualreviews.org
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Figure 9 Core-sheath nanowire light emission. (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra
of GaN/AlxGa1–xN core-sheath heterostructure nanowires with core sizes of 20 nm
(blue line) and 52 nm (black line), and monolithic GaN nanowire PL (red line) for
comparison. (b) TEM image of the heterostructure nanowire with a core size of
52 nm. (c) TEM image of the heterostructure nanowire with a core size of 20 nm. PL
measurements were made with an unpolarized He-Cd laser, operating at 325 nm.
(Reprinted with permission from Reference 46, copyright Am. Chem.Soc. 2003.)

Figure 11 (a) Spectra of light emission from GaN/AlGaN core-sheath nanowires below,
near and above threshold (about 2–3 µJ/cm2). (b) The power dependence of output integrated emission intensity. (Reprinted with permission from Reference 46, copyright Am.
Chem. Soc., 2003.)

Figure 12 (a) PL/lasing spectra of single ZnO nanowire near the lasing threshold (excitation ∼1 µJ/cm2) and (b) transient PL response. Long decay component is 70  7 ps and
short component is 9  0.8 ps (red) and 4.0  0.3 ps (black). (Reprinted with permission
from Reference 103, copyright Am.Chem. Soc., 2003.)
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